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GENSET SELECTION & APPLICATION
To select the right generator under a give, set of circumstances, a knowledge of generators and
generator performmance under various conditions is neccessary.
It is also equally neccessary to understand load characteristics and to make a load analysis. Beyond
that, the effect of the voltage regulation systems plays an important role.
However, a really detailed analysis is usually not required and it is best to err on the side of
selecting a slightly larger generator. The reason is that additional uses are invariably found for
the output of a generator, once it is installed. These are usually not predictable. By having a
margin avilable it is possible to power some loads which may have been overlooked in the
beginning, or which may be added after the installation of the generator.

RATINGS
The rating of an alternator is expressed either in kilowatt (kW) or kVA. The relation between kW
and kVA
kW = kVA x Power Factor
= V x A x 3 x Power Factor
1000
For a 3 phase alternator, where
V = Line voltage
A = Line current
kW = V xA x Power Factor
1000

for a single phase alternator

Normally, a generator is designed for a power factor of 0.8

CAPACITY
The most important factor in selecting a genset is of course its size and capacity. A
careful-study should be made to determine exactly to what end use the genset is being put to, and
the total wattage.
It is advisable to take a long term view and select a slightly larger generatos, since it often
become neccessary to add more equipment to the load in future years. Moreover, by having a
margin avilabile, it is possible to power loads, which may have been overlooked in the beginning.

A) TRANSIENT LOADING
It is very important to note that transient loading on a genrator above its rated capacity will
stress the genrator verely. Whenever the transient loading exceeds the rated capadity of
the genrator, a minimum time interval of 3 minutes should be allowed between successive
loadingd (i. e. motor starting).
B) REDUCING THE STARTING CURRENT
There are several methods to reduce the starting current of A.C. motors. In the first place,
there are starters avilable which will reduce the voltag that is applied to the motor terminals.
In case of ‘Direct on Line’ starting of A.C. motors , full voltage is directly applied to the
terminals of the motor. This result in a higher starting current. Means are avilable whereby
this voltage can be reduced with a resulting reduction in the starting current. In all cases,
the starting torque of the motor is also reduced and the application of the motor will determine
whether a reduced voltage starting system can be applied.
A reduced voltage starter is a quick and useful method of reducing the starting current and
the voltage dip of a genrator which takes place when the motors are started.
Several alternative methods as listed below can be used :
1. Auto transformer or Starting Compensator
The standard starter of this type consists of transformer provided with 40%, 60% and 80%
voltage taps. This enables the motor to be started on lower voltage and then switched over
to normal voltage. The starting current and torque are both reduced in proportion to the
square of the voltage impressed on the motor. For example, if a motor is started on 60% tap,
the current will be 0.60 or 40% of the value it would have attained if the motor had started
“Direct On Line”.

2. Starter Resistance or Reactor starting
During the starting period, resistors or reactors are included in each lead to the motor and
they are short circuited either all at once or in steps as the motor comes up to speed. The
starting current reduces in direct proportion to the voltage across the motor while starting
torque decreases as the square of voltage.

3. Star Delta Starting
The motor is connected in ‘Star’ during the period of starting aned connected in ‘Delta’ while
running. The change over is made when motor has attained nearly full speed so as to
limit the inrush of current during the transition. The starting current and torque are thus
reduced to only 1/3 of their full voltage values.

The following table summarises starting as K times full load current for different
starting methods.
Starting Method

Starting Current S K times
full load current

Direct On Line

6 -7

Star Delta

2 -2.5

Star resistance

1.5

Auto Transformer at :
40% tappings

1.1

60% tappings

2.5

40% tappings

4.5

LOAD CHARACTERISTICS
There are two basic types of load which may be connected to the generator.
1. Motor load which can further be divided into loaded motor and unloaded motor loads. Many
motors start without a load and the load is applied after the motor has come up speed. The
voltage dip of the genset is not affected. Whether a motor starts with or without a load, or under
no load, but a loaded motor will take longer to achieve its rated speed.
2. The other loads are incandescent lights, heating elements and similar equipment. Generally
speaking, most applications involve a mixture of the two loads. However, when one or the other
predominates to a great extent, it may be necessary to consider this in the selection of the generator.

Motor Loads
If the load comprises of one large motor, the genset must be large enough to cater for the high
starting current involved. Induction motors generally have a high starting current and low power
factor during starting. To determine the size of the gererator set required to start a given induction
motor, the following points must be considered :
1. Current and power factor of the motor on starting, taking into account the method of starting.
2. The time for which starting current flows, which depends upon the load torque and inertia,
as well as motor acceleration caracteristics.
3. Acceptable transient voltage and frequency drops considering other connected loads.
4. The minimum steady start voltage required at the motor terminals to start and accelerate the
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load.
The majority of induction motors in use today have a starting current equal 6 to 7 times the
full load current listed on the motor name plate when the `Direct On Line` (DOL) starting is
used. When a motor is started, it draws heavy current and the power factor is very much below
the normal operating value and varies from 30 50%. This is important because six times the
starting current at 0.5 power factor is equivalent to three times the kW rating of the motor. The
engine will be required to supply this output and in certain cases, it is advisable to check whether
the engine has the necessary horse power available to start a large motor when there is already an
initial load on the generator.

Generators normally can supply as a transient current. 2 times their rated current for mtor
starting. The motor starting period is assumed not to exceed 10 seconds. The transient
performance of the generator varies with the type of generator and excitation system. The typical
recovery time varies withe the type of generator and excitation system. The typical recovery time
varies from 0.3 seconds to 0.5 seconds for different types of generators.
Single Phase Motors
In practically all cases, single phase motors will form a part of the overall load. Single phase
motors may be connected between any of the three lines and neutral or they may be supplied with
power from any two lines. While normally they constitute only small portion of the overall load it
is nevertheless necessary to consider these loads carefully because they have a tendency to
unbalance the load on the three phases and occasionally to overload one phase.
It is rare to have a generator feeding a perfectly balanced and symmetrical load connected to to its
three phases. Unbalanced loading causes additional heating of the generators. In practice., the
effect of unbalance is not severe if reasonable precautions are taken to distribute the loads as
evenly as possible. Though a small amount of unbalance is accepted it is desirable to limit the
amount of unbalance to less than 10% to 15% of the rated current, with the current in any one line
not exceeding the full load current of the machine. A consequence of unbalanced load is
unbalanced output voltages.
Other Loads
In addition to motor loads there are lightening loads to be considered as well as heating loads and
similar non motor loads. Most of these loads are single phase loads and it is necessary to know
whether they are connected between phase and neutral or between phase and phase. In order to
make a complete analysis it must be established which phase or phases are supplying power to
these loads.
It is rerely possible to establish exactly all the loads that may have to be supplied by the generator.
It is obviously impossible to control the addition of other loads, possibly by means of extension
cords, the same as happens to any household. Since these additions are unpredictable and since it
is always possible to forget to include certain minor loads, it highly recommended that at least
10% be allowed in the generator rating for what may be called miscellaneous loads/In borderline
cases, it is always advisable to go to the next larger rating, which in addition will take care of future
growth that may or may not be contemplated when the generator set is purchased.

The table below gives power factors for the forms of non-motor loads.

Type of load

Power Factor

Incandescent lights
Heating elements, overns
Fluorescent lights
Induction furnaces
Arc furnaces
Welding Set (Transformer)
Welding Set (AC Motor-DC Generator)
Transformers

1.00
1.00
0.90
0.60 - 0.70
0.80 - 0.90
0.60
0.80 - 0.90
0.80 - 0.95

Three Phase Motors

The National Electric Manufacturers Association (NEMA) has established certain standards
which are observed by all major motor manufacturers.
In the first place, NEMA distinguishes between motors of different design.
Design B is called a normal torque, low starting current motor. It is estimated that most motors fall
in this category.
Design C is high starting torque, low starting current motor, This motor has a higher starting
torque that the Design B Motor. It is used where loads are encountered which required a high
starting torque, such as loaded compressors, pumps etc.
Design D is a high starting torque motor which also exhibits high slip. It is fervently referred to as
a punch press motor, even though it is used in other applications where a flywheel is concerned.
This design has the ability to absorb the intermittent quality of the load
Loads sensitive to Wave Form / Voltage / Frequency Variations
Loads such as computers, thyristors, converters etc. require special considerations fo rengine and
generator design. Hence such req
Ambient Conditions :
Ambient conditions in which the genet has to operate also play an important role while selecting
genset size. All the Kirloskar diesels are rated for the standard IS - 10000/ BS - 5514 / rated power
at an altitude of 100 meters maximum, at inlet temperature of 24°C maximum at relative humidity
of 60% at 27° C
For higher altitudes and/or higher inlet air temperature and relatives humidity, owning to the
lower air density, loss of engine power and lower alternator cooling occurs, which results in
reduced genset capacity.

To obtain the rated power output of the genset at site conditions other than the standard site
conditions, the correction factor (oc) Alpha can be obtained from tables 1,2,3 in Appendix A
To summarise the following information is necessary for calculating genset capacity.
Site Conditions :
Maximum inlet air temperature (to be measured at the air-cleaner inlet). In case of genset
installed in a room/ enclosures, the inlet air temperature is higher than the ambient
temperature.
Altitute
Maximum relative humadity
The total deration factor can be obtained from deration charts given in this mannual. If the genset
is portable, the maximum inlet temperature, altitude and relative humidity under which the set
may have to operate, should be considered for calculating the deration factor.
Load Analysis :
Type of load

Genset Capacity

Lighting/heating elements
(Resistive load only)

Total Maximum kVA
Deration factor for site condition (oc)

Motor Loads

Starting kVA x K
Deration factor for site conditions (oc)

Where k is momentary (<10 seconds) over load capacity of alternator. For all Kirloskar Gensets
the value of k can be taken as 0.5.
Combination of
resistive and
motor loads

In case of combination of resistive and
inductive loads, a list of all possible loads
should be made, and each portion of the
load should be analysed for steady state
conditions and for transient conditions
which occur while motors being started.
For such cases it is advisable that Kirslokar
Oil Engines be consulted with a detailed
list of possible loads

EXAMPLE
The following example will further illustrate the procedure to be followed for the
selection of a genset :
A genset is to be selected for a small workshop at Pune as a standby power source. The
electrical system is a 4 wire (3 phase 1 neutral), 415 volts system, with a combined power
factor of 0.8. The electrical load in the workshop consists of the following :
a)

One Centre Lathe driven by 2.2kW, 3 phase 415 volts, induction motor. Full load current
of the motor as specified on the motor name plate is 3.8 amp.

b)

One vertical drilling machine using 2 nos. 3 phase 415V induction motors with rating
of 1.5 kW and 0.75 kW. Full load current of the motors specified on motor name
plate is 2.6 amps and 1.3 amps respectively.

c)

One vertical milling machine driven by a 3 kW, 3 phase, 415V induction motor. Full
load current of the motor as specified on motor name plate is 5.2 amps.

d)

One electric motor driven reciprocating compressor unit. The motor kW rating is 3kW,
3 phase, 415 V induction motor. Full load current of motor specified on motor name
plate is 5.2 amps.

e)

One portable hand grinder driven by a single phase, 1kW, 230V motor.

f)

Two hand drilling machines each driven by single phase, 230V, 1.5 kW motor.

g)

Six ceiling fans of 60 watts, 230V each

h)

Ten tube lights of 40 watts each.

Notes :
i)
ii)
iii)

All the three phase induction motors are equipped with ‘Star Delta’ type starters.
It is assumed that only one motor (machines) is started at a time.
All single phase load are equally distributed on the three phase of the generator.

ANALYSIS FOR SELECTION OF GENSET
Load Analysis
Motor Loads : Three phase motors (A1)

Sr.
No.

Description

Qty.

Rating
kW/kVA

Starting
kVA

1.

Centre Lathe

1

2.2/2.75

6.875

2.

Vertical Drilling
Machine

1

1.5/1.875
0.75/0.93

4.875
2.325

3.

Vertical Milling
Machine

1

3/3.75

9.375

4.

Compressor

1

3/3.75

9.375

TOTAL

10.45/13.075

9.375

Note :
Only largest kVA is considered as the motors are started one at time (9.375)
* Starting kVA= 2.5 times rated kVA for star-delta starter.

Motor Loads : Single phase motors (A2)

Sr.
No.

Description

Qty.

Rating
kW/kVA

Starting current
Amps (6 times full)
load current for DOL
starting (Ref. page 4)

Starting
kVA

Total
kW/kVA

1.

Hand Grinder
1kW each

1.

1/1.25

32.6

7.5

1/1.25

2.

Hand Drilling
(1.5k W each)

2.

1.5/1.875

48.9

11.2

3/3.75

3.

Hans 60 watts
each

6.

0.060/
0.075

1.6

0.45

0.36/
0.45

TOTAL

–

–

Maximum Starting
kVA

11.2

Non-Motor Loads (B)

Sr.
No.
1.

Description
Tube Lights
60 watts
TOTAL

Qty.

Total
kW/kVA
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0.600/0.600
0.600/0.600

4.36/5.45

Total Single phase load (C) =
=

Sum of A2 + B
5.45 + 0.600 = 6.05 kVA

Since the total single phase load is distributed equally on all three phases,
the load on each phase = 6.05/3 = 2.01 kVA
C1 Hence, corresponding three phase load

=

Total Load =

3 x Single phase load
3 x 2.01 = 3.48 kVA

Total Load = A1 + C1
= 13.075 + 3.48
= 16.535 kVA
= 17 kVA
Assuming that the largest motor (compressor) vertical (milling) is started last,
base load on generator = (13.075-3.75) + 3.48= 12.8 kVA
KVA load required while starting last machine (compressor or milling)
= 12.8 + 9.375 kVA
= 22.175 kVA*
This is within maximum capacity (34 kVA) of generator (generator is capable of taking 2
times the rated kVA)
Hence the final kVA rating required would be 17 kVA.
* In case this value exceeds maximum capacity of alternator, the genset rating should be
increased accordingly.
Summary and Recommendation
Total kVA required at site
17 kVA
Reserve for future (10%)
TOTAL

2 kVA
19 kVA

Deration factor for genset considering extreme site conditions at Pune (i.e. 550 ft. altitude, 40° C temp. and 90% relative humadity) = 0.92
(Ref. : deration tables)
Genset Rating :
=

19

= 20.6 kVA = 21

0.92
Hence one genset rated at 21 kVA continous duty, with 0.8 PF is required for the
workshop.
Considering the available range of Kirloskar diesels the HA394-CM180M genset is the
most suitable prime mover for the above requirement.
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The advantages of this are :
a)

It is easier to do routine and overall maintenance without upsetting the entire load.
Other sets can run while one particular set is undergoing overhauling.
b) The set can be operated close to its full load capacity with improvement in overall efficiency.
The disadvantages are the additional complications and costs of parallel running.
Rectifier and Thyristor Loads

The advantages of this are :
Non-linear loads like rectifier and theyristor loads distort the voltage waveform and introduce
large current harmonics into the system. This distortion affects the voltage sensing by the voltage
regulator and the excitation power derived from the output of the AC generator.
In increasing order of severity these non-linear loads can be listed as :
1. Rectifier loads which are made up of rectifier bridge with diodes and no thyristors at all.
2. Manually controlled Thyristor Loads which comprises thyristors in bridge whose firing
angles are controlled manually and not by employing and automatic closed loop system.
3. Automatically Controlled Thyristor Loads where the thyristor bridge employs a closed loop
auto control.
The two types of thyristor loads have an additional stability problem. The voltage regulator
employs a closed loop control system using thyristor whose firing angles is automatically
adjusted. If the firing angle of the thyristor load approaches the same value as in AC generator
voltage regulator, the two control systems can interact causing system voltage instability.
In case of automatic thyristor loads, the problem of control system interaction is much more
significant since the time constants of the two systems may be sufficiently similar to cause further
voltage instability.
While solving the above problems it is important to note that this is a system disturbance problem
and not entirely dependent on AC generator performance.
It has been observed that the effect becomes progressively worse as the percentage of non-linear
load, as compared to the load connected to the generator, increase.
The problems due to loads with closed loop control systems like automatic battery chargers, and
automatic thyristor speed control, which are prone to self-oscillation can be overcome by fitting
some form of stabilisation network. As stated earlier, since the generator voltage regulator also
makes use of a closed loop control system, it is possible that the two control systems react to
produce new conditions of instability. The cure for this situation usually involves altering the time
constants of one of the control systems so that the two natural reqencies of oscillation do not
coincide. Since the generator time constants are large and generally difficult to adjust, it is much
easier to adjust time constant in the electronic circuits of the load equipment.
It should be noted that individual systems may easily produce performance results which can be
much better or even worse than given in these recommendations.

Computer Loads
Computer loads require power supplies with stringent specifications. These are normally
specified by computer manufacturers.
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Restrictions include steady state and transient regulation of voltage and frequency. Sometimes
limits on voltage waveform are also specified.
While the voltage regulation and waveform are within the control of AC generator, the frequency
regulation is entirely dependent on the primemover speed regulation.
If a captive power source feeds additional loads, apart from computer loads, the situation may be
aggravated due to switching on/off of connected loads. for this reason it would be a costly affair to
think of a single captive power source to feed both computer loads as well as other loads. It is
therefore preferable to have aa separate source for computer supply.
A standard diesel generating set has limitations in the quality of output and is normally not used
for computer power supply.
Motor generating sets using AC/DC motors as prime movers can be considered. For such a
requirement, complete data on computer load as specified by the manufacturer should be
furnished.

Welding Loads
Welding loads draw hheavy intermittent currents from the generator. Most welding loads are
designed for single phase, 415 Volts or 240 Volts. The nameplate rating of welding equipment
should be considered with a suitable factor to take care of transient loading it presents. Welding
loads also stress the generator because of their low operating power factor.
For recommendation of generator capacity for welding loads, all details should be made available
to the manufacturer.

Furnace Loads
Furnace loads must be studied in detail while putting on a DG Set.
Generally, furnace loads are single phase loads for connection between lines. If such furnaces are
provided with a balancing network, they impose less severe duty on AC generators. The power
factor of the furnace and the transient load imposed are the other aspects to be considered.
Where furnaces are controlled by thyristors, they present additional problems.
Complete details should be furnished to the manufacturer for suitable recommendation.

Single Phase and Unbalanced Loads
Unbalanced loads cause additional heating of the generator and result in unbalanced output
voltages. Voltage regulation therefore does not apply to unbalanced loads.
Standards permit 20% unbalance between maximum and minimum line currents expressed as a
percentage of maximum value. Rated current should not be exceeded in any of the phases. Such
unbalance is permitted only for few minutes. A more elaborate specification is also available for
large generators.
In practice, the effect of unbalance is not servere if reasonable precautions are taken to distribute
the load as evenly as possible during the peak period. Providing the rated current is not exceeded
in any phase, unbalance of 20% will normally not cause serious problems.
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Leading and Low Power Factor Loads
A generator has no control over the power factor of the load it supplies. Generator are designed for
a worst power factor of 0.8 (lag). A lover power factor demands a higher excitation and results in
increased heating of the field winding.
For lower power factor operation, generators have to be derated. Alternatively, the power factor of
induction motors can be improved economically by use of capacitors..
Prime movers are as a standard, matched to the generator ouput at 0.8 power factor. At higher
power factors, the engine limits the kW output to 0.8 (kVA).
Leading power factor loads demand a reduction of excitation, which can reach zero if the
capacitor load is large. Instability and rapid voltage rise can be caused by large capacitive loads.
the power factor improvement capacitors should be switched off along with the loads whose
power factor they are intended to correct.

DIESEL GENSET TYPE
Selecting a generating set is not merely adding all the loads to arrive at the set rating. The
following points need special consideration while selecting a genset.

Generator for Rapidly Fluctuating Loads
Examples of fluctuating loads are welding loads, compressors, furnaces, etc. These loads
fluctuate withing wide limits. These fluctuations cause fluctuations in output voltage and
frequency of the generator, which might affect other connected loads. Further, such loads need
care careful study before deciding the set rating. Normally and oversized generator which is rated
30% to 40% higher than the estimated steady continuous load, functions satisfactorily. However,
as already stated, a detailed study is required of such a load before arriving at the set rating.

Wave form and Radio/Telephone Intereference
Most industrial generators meet the requirements of the wave form deviation (with respect to
ideal sinusoid) as per standards. The wave form specified applies to the no load voltage measured
between lines. However, certain loads, eg. computers are said to be specially sensitive to wave
forms and standard generators may not be suitable for the same. Generators need to be specially
designed to meet theses requirements. Nonlinear loads like-theyristor convertors, when
connected to standard industrial generators, introduce severe distortions in the wave form of the
generator, which ultimately results in the malfunction of the motor due to the malfunction of the
excitation control of the generator. For such loads, power precautions should be taken to see that
suitably designed filters are fitted.
Radio interference caused by rubbing contacts at slip rings can be largely suppressed, if so
desired, by fitting suppressor capacitors. It is advisable to contact the factory, for genset
recommendation in case of such special requirements.

Number of Sets
It is necessary to consider the distribution of loads, sizes of loads, available sizes of generators and
study the economic of using one set or a number of sets in parallel. If the loads are distributed and
not concentrated at one point , it is better to install more than one set rather than one bigger set to
provide supply.
Normally generators can tolerate 10 percent leading power factor loads without serving
problems.
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ENVIRONMENT
This plays an important role and determines the type of enclosure and the degree of protection for
the generator which in turn effects the rating that cna be obtained for a given machine.
For the set to operate in a chemical an dcorrosive atmosphere special treatment for winding and
other parts should be provided and special materials are required while manufacturing the
generating set.
While selecting a genset, information regarding additional demand should be obtained to avoid
overloading the generating set. At the same time, unnecessarily larger capacity genset should not
be selected, as this will result in running the engine on lower loads. the average load factor on the
engine should be around 80% of rated full load. This will ensure both optimum fuel consumption
and long life of the engine.

ELECTRICAL FORMULAE
TO OBTAIN

SINGLE PHASE

THREE PHASE

KILOWATTS

V x I x P.F.
1000

1.732 x V x I x P.F.
1000

VxI
1000

1.732 x V x I
1000

kW
0.736 x EFF. (GEN)

kW
0.736 x EFF. (GEN)

kW INPUT TO MOTOR
OF KNOWN H.P.

H.P. x 0.736
EFF. (MOTOR)

H.P. x 0.736
EFF. (MOTOR)

FULL LOAD AMPERES
WHEN MOTOR H.P.
IN KNOWN

H.P. x 0.736 x 1000
V x P.F.

H.P. x 0.736
1.732 x V x P.F.

AMPERE WHEN kW
IS KNOWN

kW x 1000
V x P.F.

kW x 1000
1.732 x V x P.F.

AMPERE WHEN kVA
IS KNOWN

kVA x 1000
V x P.F.

kVA x 1000
1.732 x V

POLES x RPM
120

POLES x RPM
120

kVA

H. P. REQUIRED TO
DRIVE KNOWN kW

FREQUENCY (CPS)

WHERE
V

: LINE VOLTAGE IN VOLTS

HP

: HORSE POWER

I

: LINE CURRENT IN AMPERES

EFF.

: EFFICIENCY OF GENERATOR / MOTOR

kW : POWER IN KILOWATTS
(ACTUAL POWER)

1.732 : CONVERSION FACTOR OF

kVA : LILOVOLTS AMPERES
(APPARENT POWER)

0.736 : CONVERSION FACTOR METRIC H.P. TO kW
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3

SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION
Specific Fuel Consumption is commonly known as SFC.
It is usually specified as gms./ hp-hr or gms. / kW-hr. SFC is the parameter which gives the
engine’s efficiency. Through SFC it is possible to see the amount of fuel that the engine
requires to develop one horse power for one hour. To convert SFC into litres the following
formulae should be used.
L

gms x hp x hr
=
0.83 x 1000

Where :
L

=

Litres

0.83 =

is the specific gravity of HSD fuel

1000 =

Conversion from grams to litres.

EXAMPLE
The SFC of a 35 HP engine is 168 gms./hp-hr
How much fuel will it require to operate for 8 hours ?
gms x hp x hr

L

=

L

=

L

=

0.83 x 1000
168 x 35 x 8
0.83 x 1000
56.67 for 8 hours
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POWER HOUSE LOCATION & INSTALLATIO
It has been observed that if proper care is not taken at the time of genset location and
installation it affects the total performance of the D.G. set. The high degree of operational
reliability and a long service life of the D.G. set depends on the following factors :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The gemset should be located away from polluted atmosphere (i.e. cement, dust, fibre,
gases of furnace etc.)
Radiator gets clogged if atmosphere is full of dust or fibreous material.
Cross ventilation for radiator cooled engines and forced ventilation for Heat Exchanger
-cooled engines is mandatory.
0
Engine room temperature should not be > 5 C above ambient. Ensure that there are
proper exhaust fans, area of opening and their locations.
Sufficient space around genset be provided for maintenance.
If genset are installed in a building above ground floor, recommendations/clearance is
required from R.C.C. Consultant.
Trailer mounted gensets should be kept on levelled ground and across the direction of
wind.
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WATER-COOLED ENGINE INSTALLATION
Following points should be taken into consideration when installing a water cooled
(Radiator) engine DG’s set in the room.
1.

From where will the air enter the room?
a. The air should come into the room from the electric alternator side.
b. The air inlet ventilator should be as low as possible so that only cool air enters the
room.
c. Louvres should be provided at the ventilators. These prevent dust from entering
the engine room, and also act as sound barriers.

2.

From where will the air be expelled out of the engine room ?
a. The air will be expelled out of the room by the engine’s radiator fan, which should
normally be a pusher type.
b. The opening in the wall in front of the radiator, should be 1.5 times the area of the
radiator to avoid restriction.
c. The engine should be placed such that the radiator is only 1200 mm to 1500 mm.
from the opening.
d. Ventilation should be provided at a higher point in the power house for the inside
hot air to rise and escape.
e. There should be a window of minimum size 1.25 x 1 m i.e. (4 ft. x 3 ft.) in the
front and rear of the engine to facilitate cross ventilation - for water-coolef engines.
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Engine Room Ventilation
An engine room contains equipment which generate heat including : engines, generators, pumps,
clutch exhaust pipe, electrical equipment etc. To avoid the build-up of engine room temperature, a
ventilation system is necessary. Other factors may impose more stringent limits (i.e. operating
personnel comfort etc.)
If the ventilation is not properly done for a generator set room then engines will not work
satisfactorily.
Proper Ventilation Means :
(i)
Area in front of the radiator must be clear and open to expell the hot air.
(ii) Exhaust fans should be provided to remove hot air from the room to keep the room
temperature down.
(iii) Arrangements to supply fresh air to air cleaners.
(iv) Side windows should be provided on both sides of the set.
(v) Better ventilation means better performance and less troubleshooting.
(vi) The temperature in the engine room should not exceed 50 C above ambient temperature.
(vii) Lagging of exhaust pipes helps to reduce the ambient temperature in the room.
(viii) Care should be taken so that exhaust gases are not sucked by the air cleaner.
(ix) Scavenging of hot air from the genset cooling system.
(x) Supply of fresh air for engine combustion/genset cooling must be ensured.
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GENERAL GUIDELINES
Following points must be considered before final planning and erecting the Diesel Generator
set in the Generator Room.
1.

The room in which the generator set is to be installed must generally meet the following
requirements.
a)
b)

2.

3.

It should easily permit the introduction of a genset.
It must be big enough to contain all the equipment and allow easy maintenance
(minimum 1 meter clearance should be provided between any two generating sets
and their sides.)
c) It must have adequate openings for sufficient air circulation and expulsion of hot
air from the radiator etc.
d) It must permit expulsion of exhaust gases, ensuring that exhaust pipes are kept as
short as possible.
e) Our genset is normally supplied with a fuel tank suitable for 4-8 hours working
under full load. If a fuel flow of longer duration is required, a wall tank must be
installed near the diesel engine.
The location of various components in the room must be planned in advance so that a) The air heated by the diesel engine and generator can flow towards the outside.
b) The front of the control console should be easily visible and accessible.
c) The extra fuel tank and/or fuel reservoir should be located in the right way to avoid
unnecessary long length of fuel pipes.
Connection of the various parts should preferably be done by preparing underground
pipes or underground passage or raceways for the passage of cables and fuel pipes.
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BATTERY TROUBLE SHOOTING
PROBLEM

PROBABLE CAUSE

REMEDY

1) Low specific gravity
of cells

-Loose fan belt
-Current leakage
-Short circut in the system

-Tighten / replace belt
-Check and clean battery top
-Check for short circut
in system
-Clean and tighten leads
-Set cut out correctly
-Charge battery
-Recover by
sulphation treatment
-Use correct grade of
distilled water
-Use recommended & correct
quantity of acid
-Top open and maintain
equal level of electrolyte
-Drain the acid,
wash the battery with
distilled water
-Recover by sulphation process
-Use proper and
correct quantity
of distilled water

-Terminal corrosion
-Regulator not set correctly
-Unused battery
-Plates sulphated
-Distilled water not used
-Use of storage acid
2) Abnormal colour of
plates. Bleached
darkened separators
while spots on top
of plates

-Low electrolyte
-Contaminated electrolyte
-Sulphated plates
-Distilled water not used
(impurities in drinking
water like iron, chlorine
& salts attack the plates)

3) Excess topping
required

-Over charging

-Check and reset cutout
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ALTERNATOR - DO’s & DON’Ts
ALTERNATOR DO’S
Check and adjust belt tension.
Keep all electrical connection clean and tight.
Keep the alternator clean, particularly the ventilating ducts in the bracket.
Check for mounting bolts of alternators.
Check for earthing connections i.e. ‘E’ terminal is connected to earthing of the circuit.

DONT’S FOR ALTERNATOR
Don’t overtighten the belt which will lead to further problem of alternator bearing failure.
Don’t interchange +ve connections which will cause burning of rectifier, starter and
diode assembly.
Don’t run the alternator without battery in the circuit. This develops high voltage in the
alternator causing diodes and regultors to get damaged.
Don’t use the alternator to charge the fully discharge battery.
Don’t flash the alternator output terminals to check the working of alternator.
Don’t use high wattage bulbs for warning lamps.
Don’t bypass the warning lamps.
Observe correct battery polarity.
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BATTERY - DO’s & DON’Ts
DO’S BATTERY
Keep clamps and terminals clean. (This will help to reduce power loss and prevents
full recharging of the battery)
Smear terminals with petroleum jelly.
Correct the belt tension
Check for specific gravity of each cell.
Keep cable connection tight - otherwise it will lead to power loss
Service the vent plug
Top up with distilled water

DON’Ts - BATTERY
Never use the battery in partially charged condition.
Do not use grease, as it contains soaps which attack lead.
Never leave in discharged condition.
Maintain equal level of electrolyte in the cells
Don’t charge or discharge a battery at higher rate for a long time.
At any time during charging, if the temperature exceeds 500c. suspend charging. Let it
cool down
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